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Abstract

Skeletal dysplasias are a clinically and genetically heterogeneous group of bone and cartilage disorders. A total of 436
skeletal dysplasias are listed in the 2015 revised version of the nosology and classification of genetic skeletal disorders, of
which nearly 20% are still genetically and molecularly uncharacterized. We report the clinical and molecular
characterization of a lethal skeletal dysplasia of the short-rib group caused by mutation of the mouse Fop gene. Fop encodes
a centrosomal and centriolar satellite (CS) protein. We show that Fop mutation perturbs ciliogenesis in vivo and that this
leads to the alteration of the Hedgehog signaling pathway. Fop mutation reduces CSs movements and affects pericentriolar
material composition, which probably participates to the ciliogenesis defect. This study highlights the role of a centrosome
and CSs protein producing phenotypes in mice that recapitulate a short rib-polydactyly syndrome when mutated.

Introduction

Most vertebrate cells have surface hair-like projections called
cilia. Single non-motile cilia, called primary cilia (PC), are found
at the surface of almost all cell types. Multiple motile cilia,
found on specialized epithelia such as the oviduct and the
respiratory tract, produce directional fluid flows. PC are antenna-
like cellular organelles that act as sensors and play an important
role in signal transduction (1–3). All cilia are microtubule (MT)-
based structures formed by a core axoneme that nucleates
from centrosome-related structures. A single centrosome can
generate a unique basal body from its mother centriole that will
dock at the cell membrane and act as a template for the axoneme
that assembles a cilium (4,5). Alternatively, multiciliated cells
can generate hundreds of basal bodies and cilia through a

specific mode of centriole amplification via deuterosomes (4,6).
In cycling cells PC formation and disassembly is dependent
upon various factors and regulated during the cell cycle to allow
centrosomal spindle assembly in mitosis (7–9).

Although the mechanisms are still not completely under-
stood (for a recent review see 10), cilia assembly and main-
tenance universally relies on a selective transport system for
ciliary proteins, called intraflagellar transport (IFT) (11,12). IFT
relies on large multiprotein complexes that use molecular
motors to carry architectural (such as tubulin), or signaling
components (such as receptors), in or out of the cilium to
maintain the appropriate supply for cilia composition and
function. Traffic in and out of the cilia is also controlled
by the transition zone, distal to the basal body, which acts
as a ciliary gate (13). The Bardet-Biedl syndrom (BBS)ome
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complex also regulates ciliary trafficking of several signaling
molecules. The BBSome is indispensable for ciliogenesis and
transportation within cilia. It is required for IFT assembly at the
basal body, IFT transport and IFT recycling (14,15). It constitutes
a coat complex that sorts membrane proteins to PC (16) and
participates in ciliary membrane extension by activation of RAB8
(17). CSs are also involved in ciliary construction, maintenance
and function by regulating the recruitment of proteins (like
BBSome proteins) to the basal body and cilium (18–20). CSs may
act as assembly or reservoir points for centriole and basal body
proteins (21). CSs are electron dense, non-membranous 70 to
100 nm cytoplasmic granules formed by multiprotein complexes.
They concentrate around the centrosomes and basal bodies
in animal cells. They are composed of more than 30 proteins.
They are dynamic structures trafficking along MTs towards and
away from the centrosome using dynein and kinesin motors.
CSs are also potential regulators of centriole duplication (22,23).
CSs are defined by pericentriolar material (PCM) 1 (PCM1), their
key scaffolding component (20,24). The deletion of the gene
encoding the PCM1 protein induces the loss of satellites and a
major defect in ciliogenesis (20). CSs have multiple roles in cell
biology on top of their role in ciliogenesis, from neurogenesis
to genomic stability or adaptation to stress (18,25–27). Different
categories of CSs exist according to their composition. CSs are
essential actors in centrosome and PCM composition. Although
the proteome of CSs is only partially known (28), a number of
proteins are associated with them, several of which are mutated
in patients with ciliopathies. Indeed, CSs are involved in the
ciliary targeting of OFD1 and CEP290, e.g. (29,30). However, the
functional significance of CSs in mammalian development and
ciliogenesis in vivo remains unclear.

Cilia regulate development through a number of signaling
pathways such as platelet-derived growth factor receptor
(PDGFR), WNT or Hedgehog, and the alteration of cilia structure
and function can cause a wild spectrum of developmental
diseases called ciliopathies (31–35). Among them are skeletal
dysplasia called the short rib-polydactyly syndromes (SRPSs)
(36). This group of disorders is characterized by skeletal defects,
short ribs and limbs, and polydactyly. SRPSs include four
lethal conditions: Verma-Naumoff syndrome (SRP type III),
Majewski syndrome (SRP type II), Saldino-Noonan syndrome
(SRP type I) and Beemer-Lamger syndrome (SRP type IV), and four
conditions compatible with life: Jeune syndrome or asphyxiating
thoracic dysplacia (ATD), Ellis-van Creveld syndrome (EVC),
Sensenbrenner syndrome and Weyers acrofacial dysostosis.
Mutations causative of SRPSs have been found in IFT genes
(with mutations found in the following 10 IFT genes: IFT122, 140,
172, 43, 80, 144 and WDR19, 34, 35, 60), in the motor DYNC2H1
gene, in one transition zone coding gene (TCTN3) and in seven
centrosome/basal body function-related genes (CSPP1, NEK1,
NEK9, EVC and EVC2, CCCDC100/CEP120 and Talpid3/KIAA0586).
In a number of cases the genetic cause is however still unknown.
SRPSs are rare and often embryonic lethal conditions, which
complicates the physiopathology analysis of the disease.

We report here a mouse model of SRPS caused by the muta-
tion of the centrosomal and CS protein FOP. This protein was
initially identified in our laboratory in a myeloproliferative syn-
drome (37,38). We have shown that it is involved in cell cycle
regulation and cell survival (39). Moreover, it was shown to
participate in a complex necessary for MT anchoring to the
centrosome (40) and in ciliogenesis (41,42). In addition to in vitro
identification of genes and proteins involved in the formation
and function of centrosome/cilium, there is a need to study these
putative human disease genes during development and disease.

Figure 1. Mouse gene trap characterization. (A) Whole mount β-Gal staining

of Fop+/+ and Fop+/gt 10.5 dpc mouse embryos. Scale bar represents 2 mm.

(B) Western blot of cell extracts from Fop+/+, Fop+/gt or Fopgt/gt MEFs. The same

membrane was probed with anti-β-Gal (detects the gene trap protein product),

anti-FOP (detects FOP wild-type protein), anti-GAPDH antibodies (as loading

control).

To have a better understanding of FOP function, we studied FOP
in vivo in a model organism. We have generated a transgenic
mouse model in which a gene trap creates a mutation in the
Fop gene. We have found that Fop mutation reproduces in the
animal the characteristics of a human SRPS with narrow chests,
short limbs and polydactyly. Fop mutation perturbs ciliogenesis
in vivo and this leads to the alteration of the Hedgehog signaling
pathway. It also reduces CSs movements and affects PCM com-
position, which shows a possible molecular mechanism for FOP
involvement in ciliogenesis.

Results
Fopgt/gt mouse generation and characterization

To study the function of FOP in vivo we created a mutant
mouse using embryonic stem cells (ES cells) in which the
Fop sequence is interrupted by the insertion of a gene trap
cassette in the intronic region downstream of exon 5 (Supple-
mental Fig. S1A). The functionality of the gene trap was assayed
by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to
detect either the wild-type transcript or a chimeric transcript
composed of the Fop first 5 exons followed by a β-Geo sequence
(Supplemental Fig. S1B). The gene trap allele will be referred
to as Fopgt. We confirmed the gene trap insertion by Northern
blotting (Supplemental Fig. S1C). Our studies were conducted
in the mixed C57BL/6 x 129 genetic background (designated
B6;129), and we also backcrossed Fop+/gt mice to obtain C57BL/6
and BALB/c pure backgrounds.

Expression of β-Gal from the Fopgt/gt alleles was assessed
in whole-mount embryos. At the earliest time tested (10 dpc,
Fig. 1A) and later developmental stages (14.5 dpc, Supplemental
Fig. S1D) the expression was ubiquitous although stronger in
some tissues. The expressed protein concentrated in restricted
areas in the cell at the apical side of polarized epithelia,
suggesting a localization of the gene product at basal bodies
of multiciliated cells (Supplemental Fig. S1E).
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In protein extracts obtained from mouse embryonic fibrob-
lasts (MEFs) derived from the three genotypes, we confirmed the
expression of a chimeric protein composed of FOP N-terminus
fused to the β-Geo reporter (Fig. 1B).

Fop mutation results in embryonic lethality and
developmental anomalies

At birth, heterozygous Fop+/gt animals had no discernable phe-
notype and thrived normally. They later developed obesity inde-
pendently of the sex and genetic background (Supplemental Fig.
S2A, B and C). We never obtained homozygous pups (Fop gt/gt)
and the genotype ratios at birth were 37% of Fop+/+ (n = 276) and
63% Fop+/gt (n = 474). Homozygous mutation of Fop thus led to
embryonic lethality, indicating an essential role for FOP in nor-
mal embryonic development. Lower than expected Mendelian
ratio of homozygotes at 8.5 dpc indicated early lethality. For most
embryos surviving the first week of gestation lethality occurred
perinatally (Fig. 2A).

We analyzed homozygous embryos to determine the deve-
lopmental defects caused by the Fop mutation. In the three
genetic backgrounds, 93% of Fopgt/gt embryos were smaller than
their wild-type or heterozygous littermates (Fig. 2B and G)
(n = 46), indicating a growth defect. They very frequently
presented skeletal dysmorphia. The most obvious phenotype
was polydactyly, with 89% of embryos presenting finger number
abnormality (on the forelimb and/or hindlimb) (Fig. 2C and
Supplementary Fig. S3A) (n = 35). In skeletal stainings embryos
also showed a shortening and bowing of long bones (Fig. 2B and
C,Supplementary Fig. S3A and data not shown for BALB/c), con-
stricted thoracic cages and irregular ribs with occasional fusion
or forking, misaligned and incomplete sternal vertebrae (Fig.
2D and Supplementary Fig. S3B), reduced or absent ossification
of the vertebral bodies of the cervical and thoracic vertebrae
(Fig. 2E) and facial malformation with hypomineralized skull
(Fig. 2B). Embryos of both backgrounds also showed occasional
absence of abdominal wall closure (42%, n = 38) and oedemas
in various locations (38%, n = 26) (Fig. 2F). We looked in B6;129
and C57BL/6 embryos and observed ventricular heart hypoplasia
and hypoplastic lungs, with an absence of expanded saccules as
if the embryonic lung development had been arrested before
the terminal stage, i.e. the saccular stage (Fig. 2G and H). These
alterations probably explain why homozygotes died perinatally.
Altogether, these phenotypes are reminiscent of the group of
diseases called ciliopathies, and more specifically of SRPSs.
SRPSs regroup skeletal dysplasias including four perinatal lethal
conditions (SRPS types I–IV) and two other similar skeletal
disorders, EVC syndrome and ATD.

Developmental anomalies in FOP mutants are
associated with defects in ciliogenesis and impaired
Hedgehog signaling

SRPSs, and more generally ciliopathies, are due to the muta-
tion of genes associated with cilia structure or function. This
prompted us to examine whether Fop mutation caused a defect
in the capacity of cells to grow cilia.

We looked whether ciliogenesis was affected in vivo. We ana-
lyzed embryonic kidneys of Fopgt/gt embryos and observed that
cilia were absent in most renal tubules (six kidneys analyzed),
in contrast with renal tubules from Fop+/+ mice (seven kidneys
analyzed) (Fig. 3A). Centrosomes/basal bodies were, however,

correctly positioned at the apical plasma membrane. We also
looked at embryonic lungs (Fig. 3B) and observed a reduction of
multiciliated cells in the airway epithelium, which was variable
between samples (n = 3). In both kidneys and lungs we observed
a stronger accumulation of acetylated tubulin inside the cells
that do not present cilia at their surface. To have a more general
view of tissues in which Fop mutation may impact ciliogenesis,
we analyzed sagittal sections of full-size wild-type embryos at
15.5 or 16.5 dpc. We observed that a large majority of tissue
present PC at this stage of embryonic development. We noticed
that PC were also easily detected at the same positions in mutant
embryos. This is illustrated in Fig. 3C with PC detection in pri-
mordia of follicles of vibrissae associated with the upper lip. In
conclusion, Fop mutation inhibits ciliogenesis, but this does not
extend to every embryonic tissue.

While this work was in progress the inhibition of FOP expres-
sion by small interfering RNA (siRNA) in hTert-RPE1 cells was
shown to inhibit ciliogenesis (41). We did the same observa-
tion in this cell line (data not shown). To further analyze the
specific effect of the Fop mutation we derived MEFs from Fop+/+

and Fopgt/gt embryos. MEFs from the two genotypes had similar
proliferative capacities. The distribution between the different
phases of the cell cycle (G1/S/G2-M) and the proliferative index
determined by KI67 positive staining was similar for Fop+/+ and
Fopgt/gt cells (Fig. S4A). In a previous work we analyzed the effect
of the complete deletion of FOP expression in vitro and observed
cell cycle progression defects with cells arresting in G1 before
dying (39). This was not the case here, which indicates that the
gene trap mutant conserves some function(s) necessary for cell
cycle progression. We next analyzed the capacity of the derived
fibroblasts to grow PC in culture. Cilia formation is favored when
cells exit the cell cycle, for instance when serum starved. Starved
mutant cells exited the cell cycle as well as wild-type cells (as
checked by flow cytometry with an anti-KI67 staining, Fig. S4B)
but 39% of Fop+/+ cells presented a cilium versus 14% of Fopgt/gt

cells. Moreover, in ciliated Fopgt/gt cells, the cilium was shorter
than in Fop+/+ cells (Fig. 4A). This was checked with different cilia
markers: two modified forms of α-Tubulin (acetylated tubulin
and detyrosinated tubulin) and the small G protein ARL13B.
Ciliogenesis was rescued in Fopgt/gt cells to control level by the
transfection of a Myc-tagged construct of wild-type Fop; both
the number of ciliated cells and cilia length reverted to wild-
type values in transfected cells (Fig. 4A, Supplementary Fig. S5).
Fopgt/gt cells express a mutated version of FOP composed of the
N-terminal part of FOP fused to β-Geo (Supplementary Fig. S1A).
We wanted to know if the defect in ciliogenesis was due to the
absence of the C-terminal part of the protein and/or the fusion
with the protein β-Geo. We tested the rescue of ciliogenesis
in Fopgt/gt with a construct called FOP �-Cter, composed of the
part of FOP conserved in the gene trap mutant. This construct
could be detected specifically with a Myc tag. It localized like
the wild-type protein at the centrosomes and CSs. If the defect
in ciliogenesis was due to the absence of the C-terminal part of
the protein, the expression of FOP �-Cter should not rescue the
phenotype. We observed that this construct was able to restore
ciliogenesis (Fig. 4A). This indicated that the fusion with β-Geo,
instead of the C-terminal part of the protein, is responsible for
the defect in ciliogenesis, probably perturbing FOP’s interactions
with partners. The FOP �-Cter construct was less efficient than
the full-length FOP to permit ciliogenesis. This indicated that the
C-terminal part of the protein participates also in FOP function
in ciliogenesis. However, we did not try to rescue the mutant
phenotype with the C-terminal part of FOP because it was shown
not to localize properly (40).
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Figure 2. Homozygous mutant embryos present various defects such as a smaller size and skeletal anomalies reminiscent of SRPS. (A) Graphic representation of the

ratio of Fop+/+, Fop+/gt and Fopgt/gt pups in litters according to gestational ages. A minimum of 18 litters was analyzed for each developmental range (8.5–10, 10.5–13.5,

14–17, 17.5–20 dpc, pups). This indicates that about one-third of Fopgt/gt embryo die before 8.5 dpc and the rest die perinatally. (B) General view of alcian blue (cartilage)

and alizarin red (bone) staining of 19.5 dpc embryos. Mutant embryos are smaller than wild-type littermates. Arrows indicate skeletal anomalies (hypomineralized

skull, polydactyly, short and bowed long bone and forking rib). Scale bar represents 2 mm. (C) is a magnified view of the squared area in (B). Scale bar represents

2 mm. (D) Rib cages from homozygous mutant are smaller and irregular. Ribs can be bifide (arrow) or fused together. Scale bar represents 2 mm. (E) Absence of fusion

and misalignment of the cervical vertebrae (left panel) is observed in Fopgt/gt embryos. Dorsal view of the thoracic (middle panel) and lumbar (right panel) vertebrae

shows reduced or absent ossification of the vertebral bodies as well as reduced laminae in Fopgt/gt compare to Fop+/+ embryos. Scale bars represent 1 mm. (F) Examples

of abdominal wall closure defect in a 19.5 dpc homozygous embryo (top) and oedema (indicated by an arrow) in a 14.5 dpc homozygous embryo (bottom). Scale bar

represents 2 mm. (G) Mutant embryos are smaller than wild-type littermates and have heart and lung hypoplasia. Scale bar represents 2 mm. (H) Lung sections H&E

stained show abnormal alveolar development. Scale bar represents 400 μm.
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Figure 3. In vivo ciliogenesis alteration. Immunofluorescence of (A) embryonic

kidney sections (E17.5 dpc), (B) embryonic lungs (E17.5 dpc) of Fop+/+ or Fop gt/gt

mouse embryos staining the primary cilia (green, anti-acetylated tubulin) and

nuclei (blue) on the top row (scale bar represents 20 μm). Larger magnification

of the sections are represented in the bottom row and were stained to detect

the primary cilia (green, anti-acetylated tubulin), FOP (red) and DNA (blue, DAPI).

Scale bar represents 20 μm. (C) Immunofluorescence of primordial follicles of

vibrissae in sagittal sections of Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt mouse embryos at E16.5 dpc

staining the primary cilia (green, anti-acetylated tubulin), FOP (red) and nuclei

(blue) on the top row (scale bar represents 20 μm). Larger magnifications of the

sections are represented in the bottom row (scale bar represents 20 μm).

Given the role of the PC in signal transduction and the impor-
tant role of the Hedgehog pathway in skeletal development
(43,44) we examined whether the activation of this pathway
was altered in FOP mutant cells. We stimulated MEFs derived
from Fopgt/gt or Fop+/+ embryos with an Sonic hedgehog (SHH)
agonist and measured the induction of Ptch1 and Gli1, two
SHH-responsive mRNAs, by quantitative RT-PCR (Fig. 4B). FOP
mutation drastically impaired SHH target genes induction
upon stimulation with an agonist for 24 or 48 h. Smoothened
(SMO) enrichment in cilia is critical for the activation of the
hedgehog (HH) pathway. Thus, we analyzed if SMO relocalization
to the cilia was still possible in the small percentage of Fopgt/gt

cells mutant cells that still present a cilia, although shorter than
in the wild-type situation (Fig. 4A). By immunofluorescence we
observed that SMO correctly localizes in the remaining cilia
(Fig. 4C). This suggests that, when FOP is mutated, ciliation is
much less efficient, but when cilia are built, they respond to HH
induction. The lack of HH signal transduction is thus probably
due to the poorly efficient ciliation.

FOP mutation affects PCM1 satellites function and PCM
composition

To understand how FOP participates in ciliogenesis we analyzed
the localization of the mutant FOP. Immunofluorescences with
anti-FOP and anti-β-Gal antibodies permitted the localization of
the chimeric protein and gave signals that perfectly co-localized.
The chimeric protein localized, like the wild-type protein, at the
centrosome (identified by C-NAP1/CEP250 staining) and at the
CSs (identified by PCM1 staining) (Fig. 5A). When we compared
centrosomes and CSs in Fop+/+ and Fopgt/gt MEFs we observed
that some dots were larger than regular satellites in Fopgt/gt

MEFs. Some of these FOP accumulation spots were negative for
C-NAP1 or Centrin staining (Fig. 5A and Supplementary Fig. S6A
and thus did not correspond to supernumerary centrosomes.
Instead, they were positive for PCM1 staining, the typical marker
of CSs (Fig. 5A). In control cells, CSs were distributed as a gra-
dient of granules centered on the centrosome. In mutant cells
we observed a heterogeneity in the size of the satellites and
their distribution was more random and rarely in a concentric
gradient around the centrosome. Satellites can bring cargos to
the centrosome or sequester proteins away from it and control
centrosomal and PCM protein composition (19–21). We checked
Pericentrin and γ -Tubulin concentration in the PCM and noticed
increased levels in mutant cells (Fig. 5B). In conclusion, CS intra-
cellular distribution, CS and PCM composition were altered in
mutant cells compared to control cells.

Satellites are dynamic particles moving along MTs. We
wished to understand why CS dynamics resulted in this aberrant
intracellular distribution and perturbed PCM composition. To
follow CS behavior we chose to visualize PCM1 coupled to green
fluorescent protein (GFP). We observed that overexpression
of PCM1 led to protein aggregates in the cytoplasm. To be
closer to physiological levels of the protein we used HeLa-Kyoto
cells (TransgeneOmics cells, 45) expressing PCM1 fused to GFP
from bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) transgenes, which
ensures the presence of most, if not all, regulatory elements
(45). We selected a clone that expresses enough GFP-PCM1 to
be followed in live cell microscopy, but with no increase in
the global (endogenous and GFP-labelled) PCM1 protein level
compared to the control cell line as detected by Western blotting
(Fig. S6B). In this clone we did not observe an alteration of
PCM1 satellite distribution, and noticed that we could detect
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Figure 4. In vitro ciliogenesis alteration and defective Hedgehog signaling. (A) Representative immunofluorescence of Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt MEFs serum starved to induce

ciliation and stained with anti-acetylated tubulin antibodies to detect the primary cilia (red). The left picture is a representative image of a cilia in Fop+/+cells (present

on 39% of the cells) and right pictures are representatives images of Fopgt/gt presenting no cilia (86% of the cells) or short cilia (present on 14% of the cells). Scale

bar represents 5 μm. Quantification of ciliation and cilia length in MEFs: Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt MEFs were transfected with control, FOP or FOP �-Cter rescue plasmids (as

indicated in the bottom two lanes) and starved for 24 h. Transfected cells are identified with the staining of FOP with an anti-Myc tag antibody and cilia were stained.

The percentage of transfected cells with cilia was calculated from the observation of 100 to 200 cells per condition and, whenever cilia were present, we measured its

length. We show the mean percentage from more than three independent experiments. Vertical bars indicate s.d. P-values compared with control were calculated using

unpaired Student’s t-test and indicated on the figure. (B) Hedgehog signaling is disrupted in Fop gt/gt MEFs. qRT-PCR data showing levels of Ptch1 and Gli1 expression in

MEFs from Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt MEFs after 24 or 48 h of treatment with DMSO (ctl) +/− SAG. Average amplification and s.d. of triplicates was calculated and normalized to

the house keeping gene β2-Microglobulin and statistical analysis of results was carried out using t-tests. (C) SMO can relocalize to cilia upon SHH pathway stimulation

in the remaining short cilia in Fopgt/gt MEFs. MEFs from Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt were serum starved to induce ciliation and treated for 24 more h with SAG and compared to

control. SMO (green) relocalization in the cilia (visualized with acetylated tubulin staining, red) was analyzed by immunofluorescence. Scale bar represents 5 μm.

GFP labeling only on a subset of satellites (Supplementary
Fig. S6C). It is possible that GFP-PCM1 incorporates in all satellites
but at levels below detection or, alternatively, that GFP-PCM1
incorporates in only a fraction of the satellites. We continued
our study to analyze if modification of Fop expression would
alter the organization of satellites (labeled and unlabeled).
We used two siRNAs described in the literature to inhibit Fop
expression (40). Oligo#1 reduced 91% of FOP at the centrosome in
immunofluorescence (FOP was easily eradicated from satellites
but its centrosome pool was more difficult to eliminate) and
100% in Western blot. Oligo#2 reduced 95% of FOP at the
centrosome in immunofluorescence and 100% in Western blot
(Fig. 5C, Supplementary Fig. S6D). Oligo#2 had the strongest
effects. In HeLa-Kyoto cells FOP siRNA treatment induced
a concentration of PCM1 satellites around the centrosome
that sometimes appeared as a compact mass (Fig. 5D). This
showed that FOP was also involved in the correct distribution
of satellites in HeLa cells. We observed that satellites lose their
gradient distribution and tended to aggregate together. The end
result was different in HeLa cells (concentration around the
centrosome) than in MEFs (dispersion). This could be due to the
difference in cells adapting to a transient inhibition (obtained by
siRNA), or to the genetic alteration of Fop (obtained by the gene
trap). One hypothesis could be that the alteration of satellite

dynamics observed in HeLa cells is an intermediate state that
eventually results in what was observed in MEFs. Finally, we
cannot exclude that the effects depend on the cell line used
in the assay. We measured the concentration of various PCM
proteins and, like in MEFs, we observed an increased amount of
Pericentrin, γ -Tubulin in the PCM of FOP siRNA-treated cells
(Fig. 5C). In conclusion, HeLa cells treated with FOP siRNA
reproduced our main observations in MEFs and were a good
model to study satellite dynamics.

We next looked at PCM1 satellite dynamics in live cells
treated with control or FOP siRNA. In control cells we observed
that only a small fraction of satellites moved at a given time.
Satellite movements were rapid, jumpy with pauses and changes
in direction (Supplementary material, Movie M1). They moved
both towards and outwards from the centrosome. Two opposing
activities move vesicles and cargos along MTs. Kinesins are
responsible for movements from the minus- to the plus-ends
of MTs (globally from the centrosome to the periphery). Their
in vitro speed is around 0.5 μm/s (46). Cytoplasmic dyneins
move cargos toward the minus-end of MTs (typically toward
the cell center). Their in vitro speed is around 6.5 μm/s (46).
Macromolecules, organelles and vesicles movements are the
result of a balance between the activities of the two kinds of
motors. In our recordings we could not unambiguously trace
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Figure 5. PCM composition and centriolar satellite defects. (A) Immunofluorescence of Fop+/+, Fop+/gt or Fopgt/gt MEFs to detect FOP (wild-type and chimeric), c-Nap (as

a centrosome marker) and PCM1 (as a CS marker). Centrosomes are indicated by the white arrow. Scale bar represents 10 μm. (B) Quantification of two PCM components

in Fop+/+ and Fopgt/gt MEFs. Representative result of three experiments in which the signals of γ -Tubulin and Pericentrin stainings were quantified in at least 100 cells

in each condition. The histogram presents the mean total intensities relative to that in the control treated sample (mean set to 100%). Error bars show s.d. P-values

compared with the control were calculated using unpaired Student’s t-tests. (C) Quantification of FOP, γ -Tub and Pericentrin centrosomal concentration in Hela-Kyoto

cells were treated with control (GAPDH), FOP siRNA#1 or FOP siRNA#2 antisense oligonucleotides. Representative result of 2 experiments in which the signals were

quantified in at least 100 cells in each condition. The histogram presents the mean total intensities relative to that in the control treated sample (mean set to 100%).

Error bars show s.d. P-values compared with the control were calculated using unpaired Student’s t-test. (D) HeLa-Kyoto cells were treated with control (GAPDH) or

FOP (siRNA#1) antisense oligonucleotides, fixed and stained for CS (red, PCM1), centrosomes (green, γ -Tubulin) and DNA (blue, DAPI). PMC1 gradient distribution was

measured as described in the Material and Methods section. The figure shows representative pictures and graph of one of eight experiments. Scale bar represents

20 μm.

individual plus- and minus-end-directed runs. Therefore, we
identified episodes of satellite motility and measured their
velocities independently of their direction. Satellite speed was
in average 1.66 μm/s (+/− 0.02, n = 836) with maximum peaks
at 7.19 μm/s (+/− 0.12, n = 836). The velocity we observed for
satellites in control cells were in line with speed measured for
RAB6 secreted vesicles in cultured cells (47) or the centrosomal
and CS protein AZI1/CEP131 (48).

Without MTs, in nocodazole-treated cells, the CSs were
immobile, dispersed in the cells and larger (Supplementary
material, Movie 2 and 49). When nocodazole was washed out, the
satellites rapidly (within 2 to 10 min) became mobile and slowly
regained their normal size and distribution (within 1 hour).
Upon nocodazole washout and tubulin re-polymerization
the satellites regained mobility independently of their size
indicating that satellite aggregation in itself was not an inhibitor
of the satellites mobility.

Overall, in FOP-depleted cells, we observed a reduction in
both the number of satellites and their movements (number of
tracks per cell) (comparison of Movie 3 (control) and Movie 4
(FOP siRNA), images from those movies are in Fig. 6A and

quantification in Fig. 6B graph i). More specifically, we noticed
less discrete standard-size satellites (Fig. 6Aii and B graph ii)
but more ‘packs’/clusters of them, in accordance with our
immunofluorescence experiments. Packs of satellites were con-
siderably bigger in FOP-depleted cells than those occasionally
observed in control cells (Fig. 6B graph iii). They were much
less motile than standard-size satellites (Supplementary Fig. S7
graph i) and their motions were slower (Supplementary Fig. S7
graph ii). In FOP siRNA-treated cells, the standard-size satellites
were less abundant but there was no change in their ability to
move in terms of movement frequency (Supplementary Fig. S7
graph iii), and no important change in speed and traveled
distances compared to satellites in control cells (Supplementary
Fig. S7 graph iv and v). In conclusion, the reduction of the
expression of FOP induced a loss of satellite mobility and their
aggregation.

Discussion
Skeletal dysplasias are a clinically and genetically heteroge-
neous group of bone and cartilage disorders. A total of 436
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Figure 6. Centriolar satellites movements in control and FOP siRNA treated cells. (A) HeLa-Kyoto-GFP-PCM1 clone H4 cells treated with control (GAPDH) or FOP siRNA

were filmed for 72 s. CS tracks were analyzed and we focused on CS with tracks with more than 67 spots (i.e. track that last more than 2 s) and with displacement

length over 0.5 μm. For illustration we show pictures of one time frame i) before analysis, ii) highlighting satellite surfaces (yellow dots are discrete satellites and white

surface are aggregates of them) and iii) showing CS tracks over the duration of the movie. The line highlights the cell border. (B) Quantification of CS and CS tracks

characteristics. Are represented results of three independent experiments in which HeLa-Kyoto-GFP-PCM1 clone H4 cells treated with control (GAPDH) or FOP siRNA

were filmed for 72 s. CS tracks were analyzed and we focused on CS with tracks with more than 67 spots (i.e. track that last more than 2 s) and with displacement

length over 0.5 μm. At least 121 cells were analyzed in each condition (three independent experiments). The histogram presents the mean value per time frame, error

bars show s.d. P-values compared with the control were calculated using unpaired Student’s t-test. Comparison in control or FOP siRNA treated cells of i) the number

of tracks per cell; ii) the number of discrete CS per cell and iii) the area of CS.

skeletal dysplasias are listed in the 2015 revised version of
the nosology and classification of genetic skeletal disorders,
of which nearly 20% remain genetically and molecularly
uncharacterized (50). We have shown here that the mutation of
the centrosomal and satellite protein FOP induces a ciliopathy
in mice reminiscent of human SRPSs. SRPSs are rare bone
dysplasias, lethal or not, characterized by short ribs, narrow
thorax and short long bones. The other unifying feature of these
syndromes is that they belong to the ciliopathy group of skeletal
disorders with defects in PC formation or function (36,50). To our
knowledge it is the first time that a mutant protein from the
centrosome and CSs is described to produce phenotypes in mice
that recapitulate a SRPS.

In humans, many of the prenatal onset skeletal dysplasias
are lethal, often due to dysplasia of the thoracic cavity, which
results in pulmonary hypoplasia. The mouse model we have

developed reproduces this observation. The mutant mice have
drastic developmental problems leading to intrauterine or peri-
natal death with general growth defects and, more specifically,
lungs and heart hypoplasia incompatible with life. Variation in
the expressivity of the phenotype is illustrated by the fact that
mice die at different developmental stages and display a variable
extent of the same spectrum of phenotypes. Such variability
of phenotype is common in ciliopathies (51–53). Recent papers
indicate that this may be due to modifier alleles that affect the
degree of expression of the phenotype (54). We observed similar
phenotypes in three backgrounds. This suggests a monogenic
origin, and that the variation in phenotype severity may be
due to differences in genomic architecture, epigenetic or other
nongenetic factors in each affected individuals (55).

FOP mutations have not yet been reported in human cases of
SRPS but our results in mice indicate that it should be considered
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when searching for the founding genetic alteration responsible
for SRPS cases. The specific mutation of Fop we analyzed is
probably hypomorphic but already has dramatic consequences
for embryonic development. It is hard to predict what would
happen in a complete loss-of-function or with other types of
mutations. Given the severity of the mice developmental defects
it is possible that early miscarriage in humans prevents assess-
ing FOP’s role in human ciliopathies. The gene trap analyzed here
reveals a rate-limiting function of FOP in certain tissues during
development. Given FOP ubiquitous expression, it is possible
that different mutations in this gene could lead to other forms
of ciliopathies. Moreover, FOP could contribute to modify the
phenotype of another ciliopathic protein mutation as it has been
described for BBS mutations, which contribute to the phenotypic
variation of CEP290-related ciliopathies (56) or for TTC21B (57).

The observed mouse developmental defects could result
from centrosome- or cilia-related functions of FOP. It is estab-
lished that SRPSs are ciliopathies and that the skeletal dysplasia
observed in these pathologies is probably due to cilia’s role in
Hedgehog signal transduction (1,58–60). Previous work (41,42)
and our work show that FOP is required for ciliogenesis and
we show that Hedgehog signaling is impaired by Fop mutation,
which probably explains the most apparent phenotypes
observed in Fop mutant embryos. It is, however, possible that
Fop mutation has other effects that do not manifest notably
because of the short life span of the animals. Aside from its
role in ciliogenesis, FOP also has centrosomal-related functions,
e.g. it is important for cell cycle progression and MT anchoring
(39,40). FOP is far from being the only protein to have both
cilia-related and centrosome-related functions but joins a
growing list of cilia proteins (61). Alteration of centrosome-
related functions has been linked to microcephaly (32), but
could contribute also to phenotypes described in ciliopathies.
For example, centrosomes mature into spindle poles in mitosis
and are involved in mitotic spindle organization, cell division
orientation and cytokinesis. Defect in any of those functions
could participate in cyst formation, developmental delay or
other traits observed in ciliopathies. It is difficult to distinguish
centrosome- from cilia-related functions. There is a homology
in functions necessary for MT organization during ciliogenesis
and during cell division, notably because they rely on shared
mechanisms or constituents, such as in the case of IFT88, e.g.
(62). However, the dominant phenotypes associated with defect
of centrosome/cilia proteins often seem to be linked to their role
in cilia function [ex IFT88 (63), OFIP (30)].

Fop is ubiquitously expressed in the embryo but the cilio-
genesis defect is not uniform and in every tissue. This variation
in the penetrance of the phenotype commonly seen for ‘core’
centrosomal genes could have various explanations. There could
be redundant mechanism(s) that compensate for its mutation in
certain tissues. In constitutive mutant animal models, compen-
sation mechanisms are more likely to be implemented than in
experiments in which the deficiency is only transient (e.g. with
acute knockdown by RNA interference). This has been clearly
shown for the centrosomal and CS protein AZI1/CEP131 (48).
AZI1 is essential for PC formation in various in vitro settings
(25,48,64) but Azi1-null mice or MEFs derived from it do not
display anomaly of cilia formation. The only phenotype of those
mutant mice is male infertility, due to impaired formation of the
modified cilia of the sperm flagella (48). In our model it is possible
that compensation mechanisms exist to counterbalance Fop
mutation, but only in certain cells. It is also possible that the gene
trap corresponds to a hypomorphic mutation and the specific
defects we observed highlight sensitivity of some tissues to a

rate limiting function of FOP during development, especially for
SHH signaling in certain tissues. Another aspect to take into
account is that even if the building of cilia is coined under
the collective term of ciliogenesis, some mechanisms must be
specific to certain tissues. How the core ciliary assembly program
is modified and elaborated on to account for these cell-specific
variations is not well understood, and the machinery neces-
sary for the formation of different kinds of cilia may vary. For
example, one of the functions of the BBSome is to promote cilia
membrane biogenesis through the small GTPase RAB8. However,
in the absence of one of its component, BBS7, Polycystin-1 and
-2 are correctly addressed in kidney cells when Dopamine D1
receptor abnormally accumulates in the ciliary membrane in
the brain (56). Different types of ciliogenesis may be required to
create different cilia and FOP may be specifically required for the
formation of some but not all cilia.

The phenotype of heterozygous Fop+/gt mice is somewhat sur-
prising. Contrary to homozygous embryos, heterozygous Fop+/gt

mice do not present skeletal defects but obesity. Among cil-
iopathies this phenotype is a characteristic of BBS, and to a
lower extent Joubert Syndrome, but not SRPS (65). However,
the link between ciliary dysfunction and metabolic deregula-
tion leading to obesity is well established but complex (66,67).
Fop+/gt mice may present cilia dysfunction in the adult, which
is known to cause obesity, even in nonhomozygous situations
(67–71). Of note, one of the other common symptoms of cilia
dysfunction in postnatal life is kidney disease, which we never
observed in Fop+/gt mice. Recent studies show how proteins
localized to the cilia of neurons in the hypothalamus control
food intake in mice. Notably, mice heterozygous null for ADCY3,
a neuronal primary cilium adenylyl cyclase possibly involved in
the leptin-melanocortin pathway, have increased susceptibility
to obesity (67,70,71). It is possible that reduced localization of
ADCY3 at PC contributes to obesity in Fop+/gt mice. Interestingly,
as an alternative, but not exclusive possibility, alteration of
CSs in hypothalamic neurons due to heterozygous FOP muta-
tion may deregulate autophagy, which is known to control food
intake (66,72).

To assess FOP function in ciliogenesis we looked at its role as
part of a complex with CAP350 and EB1 (40). Centrosomal/basal
body localization of EB1 is important for ciliogenesis (73,74) and,
in a work looking at MT anchoring at the centrosome, it was
shown to be dependent on a complex of EB1 with CAP350 and
FOP. Yet, the mutant form of FOP expressed in the FOP gene
trap mice lacks the interaction domain with EB1 [(40) and our
own immunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence data]. EB1
recruitment to the centrosome/basal body may be affected by
FOP mutation, which may explain the defect in ciliogenesis. If MT
anchoring was lost at the centrosome because of EB1 absence,
MT disorganization could also perturb the traffic of satellites.
We analyzed this hypothesis in MEFs derived from gene-trapped
mice and did not observe any MT disorganization and no anchor-
ing problems (data not shown). EB1 localization at the centro-
some was, however, difficult to observe, even in wild-type cells. It
thus appears that in primary mouse fibroblasts CAP350-EB1-FOP
does not have the same functions in MT anchoring as described
in another context, and that a perturbation of this complex
cannot account for the ciliogenesis defect, at least in MEFs.

FOP also localizes at CSs and perturbs their distribution,
thus we wanted to know if this could explain how ciliogenesis
is perturbed. The mechanisms connecting CSs to cilia forma-
tion remain to be completely elucidated, but multiple satel-
lite proteins are essential contributors to ciliopathies and CSs
are suggested assembly points for cilia proteins (21,27,75). For
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example, BBS4 on CSs regulates the recruitment of the BBSome
into the cilia, which in turn regulates IFT, a central actor in cilia
building and function (14). CS proteins like CEP72 and CEP290
also control the accumulation of RAB8, another important player
in cilia formation (19,76). In most cases the depletion or mutation
of one of the satellite proteins affects the presence of other
proteins at CSs (20,21,30,49,77). This is often associated with
the loss of CS integrity and is accounted responsible for faulty
ciliogenesis. In our case, however, FOP mutation or depletion
did not inhibit the recruitment of proteins to the CSs (PCM1,
OFD1, CEP290 and FOR20 were tested) but affected the intrinsic
property of satellites to move along MTs, and we have shown
that altering this function leads to a perturbed balance of PCM
composition and can lead to ciliopathic defects. Other satellite
proteins having a conserved N-terminal part similar to FOP
(OFD1, FOR20) were proposed to be involved in satellite dynamics
control and ciliogenesis (49,72,78–80). Our results show that the
N-terminal part of FOP containing the LisH homodimerization
domain (conserved in the gene trap) is sufficient to restore
ciliogenesis to control levels in Fopgt/gt MEFs. In the case of the
Fop gene trap mutant, the addition of the large β-gal entity to
the protein probably impairs the functionality of the N-terminal
domain by altering its interaction with other proteins. Defining
precisely the functional and structural role of this conserved
region is of great interest and will require further study.

Materials and Methods
Mouse colony care, Fop+/gt generation, genotyping and
breeding

All mice were housed and maintained in a specific pathogen-
free environment. Breeding, monitoring and experimental
procedures were performed in accordance with the French
Guidelines for Animal Handling.

129/Ola ES cells carrying a gene-trap vector pGT0lxr in intron
4 of Fop were obtained from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
(Cambridge, UK). Mutant mice were produced using standard
procedures after microinjection of the mutated stem cells in
C57BL/6 blastocysts.

Genotyping primers were as follows:

1-FOP1 S 5′-CAAGGTCTTGAAGGTCGAGAGAAC-3′

2-FOP5 AS 5′-TCCATCAGTGACGCTCTCTATGC-3′

3-betaGEO AS 5′-ATTCAGGCTGCGCAACTGTTGGG-3′

4-EN2Int1 S 5′- GGTTTAGCTACATCTGCCAATCCA-3′

PCR primers 1 (FOP1 S) and 2 (FOP5 AS) are used to generate a
713 bp product from the wild-type allele and primers 3 (betaGEO
AS) and 4 (EN2Int1 S) produce a 503 bp product from the gene-
trapped allele.

Thermal cycler PCR conditions were 98◦C for 3 min followed
by 35 cycles of 98◦C for 10 s, 60◦C for 10 s and 72◦C for 15 s and
performed using the Phire II DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

MEFs preparation

MEFs were established from Fopgt/gt, Fop+/gt and Fop+/+ E14.5
embryos using the following procedure. Briefly, embryos were
dissected and heads and visceral organs were removed and kept
for genotyping. The remaining tissue was placed in a tissue
culture dish containing Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1%
penicilin/streptomycin (Gibco), 1% β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma),

1% sodium pyruvate (Gibco) and 1% nonessential amino acids
(Gibco). Tissue was dissociated by scraping tissue through nylon
membrane using a round bottom forceps. The resulting cell
suspension was transferred in a 15 ml tube and complete to
10 ml with medium. Further homogenization was obtained by
pipetting up and down 10 times the suspension. The largest
remaining aggregates were eliminated by decantation. The
solution was then filtered on 70 μM membrane, centrifuged
and placed in fresh medium. Consecutively, cells were plated on
10 cm dishes.

Reverse transcription and RT-PCR

RNAs were extracted with Trizol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) from
MEFs following the supplier protocol. 2 μg of RNA was used for
reverse transcription. Random primer reverse transcription was
done with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). PCR assays to detect wild-type (Fop+) and fused FOP-β-
Geo (Fopgt) allele were done on cDNA using the following primers:
FOP1 S, FOP5 AS and betaGEO AS. β-actin was used as a control of
the cDNA amount for each sample. The corresponding primers
are described below. The resulting PCR product is a 646 bp
fragment.
Murine betaActinS 5′- CCTAAGGCCAACCGTGAAAAG - 3′

Murine betaActinAS 5′- TGGCTCCTAGCACCATGAAGA - 3′

Skeletal preparation and staining

Alcian blue and alizarin red staining was done using standard
protocols. Briefly mice were eviscerated, fixed in 95% ethanol for
2 days, kept in acetone for 2 days and rinsed with water. Staining
cocktail (1 volume 0.3% alcian blue in 70% EtOH, 1 volume 0.1%
alizarin red in 95% EtOH and 1 volume 100% acetic acid in
17 volume 100% EtOH) was added and incubated at 37◦C for
5–10 days until bones became visible through surrounding tissue
and fully stained. Surrounding tissue was cleared by immersion
in 1% KOH for 24 h followed by graded 1% KOH/glycerol series.
Stained skeletal preparations were stored and photographed in
100% glycerol.

X-gal staining

Embryos were fixed on ice in a fixative solution containing 2%
formaldehyde, 0.2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). Consecutively, samples were washed three times with
100 mm sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.3), 2 mm magnesium
chloride, 0.02% Nonidet P-40 and 0.01% sodium deoxycholate.
Embryos were stained for lacZ activity with a reaction buffer
containing 1 mg/ml X-gal, 5 mm potassium ferricyanide,
5 mm potassium ferrocyanide, 100 mm sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.3), 2 mm magnesium chloride, 0.02% Nonidet P-
40 and 0.01% sodium deoxycholate. After staining, embryos
were washed again three times then post fixed with 3.7%
formaldehyde in PBS.

For cryostat sectioning, embryos were washed in PBS, incu-
bate overnight in 25% sucrose solution and then immersed in
optimal cutting temperature (OCT) embedding matrix (CellPath)
and frozen on dry ice. Cryosections (12 μm) were stained for
lacZ activity according to the previous indications and coun-
terstained with nuclear fast red (Sigma-Aldrich). Consecutively,
sections were dehydrated, immersed in Histolemon (ErbaRS) and
mounted in Pertex Mounting Medium (Histolab).
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Northern blot analysis

Twenty micrograms of total RNA from MEFs were separated
on a 1.5% agarose gel, blotted on Hybond-N (Amersham GE
Healthcare) and hybridized according to Church and Gilbert (81).
The probe corresponds to nucleotides 383–596 of mouse Fgfr1op
cDNA (NCBI Reference Sequence: NM_001197046.1).

SHH signaling induction, Q-RT-PCR

MEF established from Fop+/+ or Fopgt/gt E14.5 embryos were
starved O/N in 0.3% FBS, then treated 24 or 48 h with 100 nm of
Smoothened Agonist (SAG, Calbiochem) or dimethylsulfoxyde
(DMSO) alone. Cells were fixed for immunofluorescence and
RNAs were extracted with RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen), reverse
transcribed using Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Roche). Quantitative real-time PCR was carried out using Sybr
Green (Life Technologies) and run on 7500 Real-Time PCR System
(Applied Biosystem). Primer sets used were as follows:

β2-Microglobulin 5′- CCGTTCTTCAGCATTTGGAT-3′

β2-Microglobulin 5′- CTGACCGGCCTGTATGCTAT-3′

ptch1-rt-f 5′- CTGGCAGCCGAGACAAGCCC-3′

ptch1-rt-r 5′- TGGCCTGGGAGGCAGCGTAA-3′

gli1-rt-f 5′- GCCAGCTGGAGGTCTGCGTG-3′

gli1-rt-r 5′- TGGCTGTGGAGGGGTCGGAG-3′

Data were normalized to the house-keeping gene β2-
Microglobulin. �CT was calculated for each sample as �CT =
CT(sample)-Average CT(house keeping gene); amplification =
2∧-�CT for each sample; average amplification and standard
deviation (s.d.) of triplicates was calculated and statistical
analysis of results was carried out using t-tests.

Cells, antibodies and reagents

Cells were cultured at 37◦C and 5% CO2. Hela-Kyoto mPCM1-
GFP were obtained from the Max Planck Institute of Molecular
Cell Biology and Genetics (Dresden, Germany). They were grown
in DMEM high glucose (Life Technologies) supplemented with
penicillin–streptomycin, 10% FBS and 400 ug/ml G418. MEFs were
grown in DMEM high glucose supplemented with penicillin–
streptomycin, 10% FCS, 1% sodium pyruvate, 1% nonessential
amino acids and 0.125 mm β-Mercaptoethanol. For induction of
cilia formation MEF were serum starved for 24 h.

The following antibodies used in this study were from Sigma-
Aldrich: anti-γ -Tub antibodies [mouse monoclonal GTU-88
(T6557) and rabbit polyclonal T3559 (T3559)] and anti-acetylated
tubulin mouse monoclonal (IgG2b)(6-11B-1)(T7451); from Pro-
teintech: anti-FOP antibodies rabbit polyclonal (11343–1-AP) and
anti-ARL13 rabbit polyclonal (17711–1-AP); from Abcam: anti-
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mouse
monoclonal 6C5 (ab8245), anti-Pericentrin rabbit polyclonal,
anti-GFP antibodies rabbit polyclonal (ab290) and mouse mon-
oclonal 9F9 (ab1218); from Millipore: anti-detyrosinated tubulin
(Glu-Tub) rabbit polyclonal (AB3201) and anti-Centrin mouse
monoclonal 20H5 (04–1624); from Santa Cruz Biotechnology:
mouse anti-c-Myc (9E10)(SC-40), mouse anti-Smo (IgG2a)(E-
5)(SC-166685); from Promega: anti-β-Gal mouse monoclonal
(Z3783); from Abnova: anti-FOP antibodies used were a mouse
monoclonal 2B1 (157H00011116-M01); from BD Transduction
Laboratories: anti-c-Nap1 mouse monoclonal (611374) and from
Bethyl Laboratories: rabbit polyclonal anti-PCM1 (A301-150A).

Statistical data analysis
Statistical data analysis was done with the GraphPad Prism
software. All data are presented as mean of multiple experi-
ments +/− s.d. Experiment sample numbers and the number of
replicates used for statistical testing has been reported in the
corresponding figure legends. All P-values are from two-tailed
unpaired student’s t-tests. Unless otherwise stated we followed
this key for asterisk placeholders for P-values in the figures;
***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 and ns = non-significant.

PCM1 gradient measurement

For each siRNA condition, 8 RGB-images were acquired
(Zeiss Apotome microscope) at a magnification of 40x (Plan-
Neofluar 40x/1.30 Oil Objective), corresponding to a pixel
size of 0.16 μm. Centrosomes were manually localized and
their position was saved as a white dot on a supplementary
layer of the image. The gradient of PCM1 distribution around
centrosomes was computed as follows: for each image, the mean
fluorescence intensity was computed over pixels localized at
equidistance from the centrosomes, with a distance gradually
increasing, starting from 0 to 30 μm (20 μm corresponding to
the average cell size). Gradients of fluorescence distribution are
displayed as mean and s.d.

Videomicroscopy and CS track analysis

The day before filming HeLa-Kyoto-mPCM1-GFP cells treated
with control or FOP siRNA were seeded on glass bottom plates
(Cellview, Greiner). Before filming cells were transferred in
DMEMgfp (Evrogen) + 10 mm Hepes in a large CO2- and thermo-
controlled chamber on an Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss).
Cells were illuminated with a 491 nm Roper Scientific Ilas2
laser and wide field images were acquired every 30 ms for 72 s
with a 63/1.46 alpha plan Apochromat objective with EM-CCD
Evolve 512 Camera (photometrics). Acquisitions were driven by
Metamorph 7.8 Software (Molecular Device). Analysis was done
with Imaris (Bitplane AG) Software. CSs were identified by the
‘spots’ and ‘surface’ functions. To avoid measuring unspecific
background signals, we concentrated on spots that could be
detected for more than 2 s. To discriminate ‘discrete’ and
‘aggregates’ we used the diameter of the sphere (cut of under
0.1 μm for ‘discrete’ and 0.6 μm for ‘aggregates’) and an arbitrary
cutoff of the ‘quality’ (the intensity of a Gaussian-filtered
channel from above minus the intensity of the original channel
Gaussian filtered by 8/9 of spot radius). To analyze CS dynamics
we used the ‘track spot’ function with the autoregressive motion
algorithm, a maximum gap size of 4, maximum distance 0.4 μm.
We focused on track that lasted more than 2 s (tracks of more
than 67 time points). To remove background movements we
considered tracks with displacement length over 0.5 μm.

Plasmid construction and cell transfections

For plasmids, MEFs were electroporated with Nucleofector tech-
nology (Lonza) according to the supplier’s protocol.

The sequence coding for the full-length and truncated
(FOP �-Cter) proteins were amplified by PCR using Platinum
HiFi polymerase (Invitrogen) and Gateway-compatible primers
and transferred into pDONR/ZEO using Gateway technology-
mediated recombination. The sequences were subsequently
transferred by recombination into modified Gateway-compatible
pRK5/Myc.
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siRNA oligonucleotides were transfected with RNAiMax
reagent (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. The sequences are the following: FOP siRNA #1
(5′-UUGACAGCGCCUGAUCACUUUU -3′), FOP siRNA #2 (5′-
UAAAUUCUCUCGACCUUCGAGUU -3′). siRNAs, including control
GAPDH, were purchased from Dhamacon as ON-TARGETplus
siRNAs.

Immunofluorescence and fluorescence quantification

Cells were grown on coverslips, fixed in cold methanol for 5 min
at −20◦C and rinsed in PBS. After blocking in PBS-3% bovine
serum albumin (BSA) 15 min cells were incubated 1 h with
appropriate mixture of primary antibodies. After washing in PBS
they were incubated 1 h with the adequate secondary antibodies
conjugated to Cy2, Cy3, Cy5 (Jackson Laboratories). DNA was
stained with 250 ng/ml DAPI. After washing, cells were mounted
in Prolong Gold Antifade reagent (Life Technologies). Slides were
examined on an LSM-510 Carl Zeiss confocal microscope with
an x63 NA1.4 Plan Apochromat. Z-series optical sections were
obtained at 0.2 μm steps and then projected with LSM soft-
ware (Zeiss) as maximum projections. Images were processed
using Photoshop 8.0.1. For quantification of fluorescence signals,
images were acquired on an Apotome microscope (Zeiss) and
image quantification was done with ImageJ Software. Each cen-
trosome was marked by a circle region of interest (ROI), signal
was identified by thresholding with identical limits in all con-
ditions and fluorescence measured within the threshold in the
ROI. Background fluorescence was measured in close proximity.
Fluorescence at the centrosome of protein x = integrated density
of protein x– (mean background*measured area) = measured
area *(mean value protein x – mean value background).

Immunofluorescence on tissue sections

Tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4◦C,
rinsed in PBS, incubated in 30% sucrose overnight at 4◦C,
included and frozen in OCT embedding matrix (Cellpath).
Cryosections (12 μm) were obtained on a Leica CM30505S
cryotome and processed for immunohistochemistry. Slides were
rehydrated in PBS, permeabilized for 10 minutes in PBS/0.2%
Triton X-100, saturated for 30 minutes in PBS-3% BSA. Slides were
incubated in the same buffer with appropriate mixture of pri-
mary antibody overnight at RT, rinsed in PBS, incubated 2 hours
with Cy-coupled secondary antibodies (Jackson Laboratories)
and 250 ng/ml DAPI. Slides were rinsed in PBS and mounted
in Prolong Gold Antifade mounting medium (Life Technologies)
before observation on a LSM-510 Carl Zeiss confocal microscope
with a 63 NA1.4 Plan Apochromatic objective and driven by Zen
2009 software. Images were processed using Photoshop 8.0.1.

Cell extracts and Western blot analysis

Cells were harvested and washed in PBS, lysed in RIPA buffer
(50 mm Tris–HCl pH 8, 150 mm NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% NP40,
0.5% sodium deoxycholate) and a complete ethylene diamine
tetraacetic acid (EDTA)-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche
Applied Science) for 30 min on ice. Clear lysate were obtained
after 10 min centrifugation at 4◦C and 13 000 rpm and protein
concentration was measured by Bradford protein assay (Biorad).
50 μg of cell extracts were run in polyacrylamide gels and
transferred on to HybondTM-C membrane (GE Healthcare Life
Science) followed by detection with antibodies.
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Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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